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“This is another significant advancement for our game,” said Adam Sussman, President of Electronic Arts. “By collecting data directly from the player, and using that data to improve the game, we
can give you a sense of how real football moves feel.” “We’re thrilled to see EA’s commitment to capturing real-world, high-intensity football matches,” said David Rutter, VP of High-Intensity
Football at PAS. “We’re incredibly excited about the technology and how it will change football.” Data captured on the pitch using the suits includes player positions and their direction of
movement, as well as the type and distance of all tackles, successful headers and aerial challenges. The team also analysed how real players approach and react to the ball, incorporating aspects
of speed, acceleration, turning, carrying, tackling and jumping to create a more realistic experience. The technology also enables the team to understand how players move and perform different
actions in a wide variety of conditions to find gameplay solutions. The aim is to improve player movement and the ball’s artificial intelligence (AI), fine tune the handling and understanding of the
ball at higher speeds to give a more authentic and natural feeling of the game, and optimise the ball physics to give a much greater variation in where the ball goes, when it goes and how it
behaves. Motion capture data analysis and creation of player models (rendered in FIFA) were done in partnership with the French company Hexacim, using specialised software and tools. The final
graphics cards and consoles are used to run the game, but the AI and physics are all created in-house. “This is an incredible milestone for us,” said Peter Higgs, CEO of Hexacim. “The benefits are
limitless, not just to FIFA, but to the gaming industry as a whole, and we’re thrilled with what we’re creating together.” More about FIFA 22 FIFA 22 will be available in stores on September 10 and
on FIFA.com from September 12. Watch the trailer below. FIFA 22: Dynamic Player Behaviour for High-Intensity, Real-Life Soccer Games, developed by EA Tiburon, captures every movement from
the world’s best soccer players to deliver real-world, high-intensity football
Fifa 22 Features Key:
Improved FIFA World Cup Moments, Featuring greater diversity in international team kits, helmet designs, and stadiums—with remarkable detail.
Stunning New Grass Kits.
Improved Player AI using new “Move Like a Pro” mechanic.
New Psychological Profile.
Exclusive Pace Boost and Pace Deficit animations, making every player move fluidly on the ball.
New ball physics, more shots and corners, more stop-go transitions, lower kickoffs, and more.
Improved Goalkeeper Bounce.
New offside rule.
Modelled run animations.
Improved level-of-play Physics.
Improved ball-in-control, player-in-control and abandoned play-evasions.
Increased aggressiveness from defenders.
Improved goalkeepers.
Responsive representation of tactical substitutions.
Centralized Goal Control.
Improved goalkeeper boots.
New fitness system with recovery and endurance, strenuous workouts and stamina.
New Skill Move Trainer.
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FIFA is the best-selling franchise in the world, selling more than 250 million copies across all platforms, and is the top-selling sports videogame franchise of all time. More than 82 million players
have been taken to the heart of the beautiful game on PlayStation®4, Xbox One, PC, Nintendo Switch™ and Xbox 360®. FIFA on any platform is at the core of the community, which has been
integral to its success over the years. What's New with FIFA? New Features Field Goal: Hit the ball with the ball, just like in the real thing! The ability to hit a “field goal” with any player’s foot is a
great way to score in the game, or for any player to add pace and excitement to a game that may lack a fast forward button. It’s just like a real field goal – with a kick, of course! New Attacking
Roles: New attacking roles exist across all positions and within each individual role. Players now have more options to build play and dominate the opposition, and more ways to score. What's more,
the attacking roles give new ways to play the game. For example, all players are now able to work together as a team within a 4v4 game. New Goal Kicks: The foot of all players can now be used to
score. Goal kicks can be used more efficiently for either passing or scoring – anywhere on the field, even directly in front of the opponent’s goal. Defense Positioning: Players are now able to control
their defensive positioning more effectively. Soccer has always been about knowing where you are on the field, but with the new defense positions, players can regain control of their defensive
positioning to more effectively track the play in their own area, rather than having to be concerned about keeping track of every player and ball at all times. New Game Modes The new Game
Modes will allow you to play a full-length match against your friends and your favorite opposition. Goalkeeper AI: Goalkeeper behaviour has been updated and his AI has been improved. From
bobbing and weaving to the save and drop off, the keeper provides you with more opportunities to score. Kick-Off: Kick-Off is improved with new and improved small-sided games (SSGs). The rules
are improved and the gameplay is more dynamic. Extra Time: This is the new bc9d6d6daa
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Build the ultimate team from 2,000 players who have starred in the World’s greatest leagues. Master the authentic passing, shooting, shooting, dribbling, and positioning to create the ultimate
attack and defence, and balance creativity with structure. Train your players with the brand-new Scouting feature, including new functionalities for the Radar and Set-Up cameras, to discover the
next Golden Boy. X-Factor Team – Create a fantasy team from over 700 X-Factor Players such as Ronaldo, Zidane, and Fabregas. Unlock players from their associated leagues or clubs, and select
them from three different skill types: Intelligent, Physical, or Technique. Build your team and compete in friendly, head-to-head games against the rest of the world. Play Team – Create your own
squad of players and set your standards from the first time you press the “Starting XI” button. Decide how much you’re willing to spend, and then take the field in FIFA 22 to complete the story,
create moments, and make history. EA SPORTS Player Intelligence – Identify the subtle differences between players to improve your tactics and make more accurate decisions in the heat of the
action. Expect more dramatic, decision-making plays from players using FUT in FIFA 22. EA SPORTS Car Control – Drive over 80 real-world cars to immerse yourself in the sights and sounds of highspeed racing. Choose from a range of single-player and multiplayer experiences. Customise the look and feel of every car, and set up your experience with a choice of settings including time trials,
championships, practice, point races, and more. DYNAMIC VISUALS AND GRAPHICS – FIFA 22 pushes the boundaries of what is possible in current-gen gaming to deliver a rich, beautiful, and
incredibly detailed game world. FIFA STADIUM REALISM – The fans of your club will sing your name as your team take the pitch, and the atmosphere inside every stadium in the game will transport
you to the stadium of your dreams. HIGH-END FOOTBALL ACTION – The real deal comes to life on the pitch in game-changing ways with the inclusion of player and team celebrations, goal
celebrations, and the all-new turn. MULTIPLAYER CO-OP ACTION – Enter the fray, as you connect in-game with friends in the quickest, most exciting FIFA
What's new in Fifa 22:
Updated iconic stadiums, the biggest ever Premier League stadium, and Club World Cup stadium. Over 500 new kits and 4,084 new player appearances. Lowlights Kit exclusives for Man City and Chelsea, with five different
strips, all of which feature kits with reflective detailing to mark your opponents - with a look that responds to the conditions on the field. Updated celebrations, goal-line technology, player DNA animations, player moves,
improved grass physics, new ball images, new drop foot option. Rivalry mode now asks you to manage rivalries, instead of choosing what team you are playing. Enhanced squad search – now gives you the ability to search for
squad members by province, pedigree, blood type and even measure the size of the player. New defensive and attacking tactics, with new variables such as commitment, intensity and focus. 45+ new skill moves and new
goalkeeper goals/shots which respond to conditions on the ball during a match.
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EA SPORTS FIFA is the official videogame of the EA SPORTS FIFA World CupTM. From the grassroots of local clubs to the stage of the FIFA World CupTM, EA SPORTS FIFA
brings the action closer to the fans with unrivalled authenticity and game-changing gameplay innovations. Check out this great video with FIFA 20’s Director of Marketing,
Grant Williams: For more information about the features in the game, visit EASPORTS.COM/FIFA22. For the latest news and updates about FIFA, visit FIFA.COM. EA SPORTS
FIFA 22 Gameplay and Features – Multiplayer Mode The most authentic, real-world championship of them all – the FIFA World CupTM™ – comes to life for the first time in FIFA
22. In FIFA 22, experience the excitement and drama of South Korea/Japan in front of 60,000 passionate fans as they use an array of tactical plays, team roles and individual
skills to win the ultimate prize of football – the FIFA World Cup. • FIFA Player Ratings have been updated to cater for the increased skill level of new players coming into the
international game. • New FIFA Career Mode allows players to progress through the game with their favorite country, and all of the player’s hard work can be tracked by the
Career Progress Reporter, which will evaluate the player’s strengths, weaknesses and overall development. • New Speed Tackling brings accurate tackling to FIFA 22, with a
tweaked physics system designed to increase the effectiveness of head-to-head collisions. • New Playmaker Controls take on-field decisions even further, allowing players to
execute passes and shots on goal from deeper positions than ever before. • The introduction of new Champions League star players and match tactics provides enhanced
strategic options for managers and clubs across the world. • New goal celebrations like the ‘Crazy Spike’ give players the added incentive to perform spectacular football
moves, further immersing them in the World CupTM environment. • Enjoy new coverage and features, including the Adopt-a-Player program. EA SPORTS FIFA 22 Gameplay
and Features – FIFA Ultimate Team® FIFA Ultimate Team is all about fulfilling your potential and achieving your dreams, no matter what league you’re playing in. In FIFA 22,
you can now scale the heights of your dream club and climb through the ranks to
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System Requirements:

Proprietary NVIDIA® GeForce™ GTX™ 860M, GTX 870M, GTX 880M, or GTX 890M or AMD Radeon™ R9 270X graphics card Windows 7/8/8.1 (32-bit/64-bit), 64-bit Windows 10
or later (Windows Server 2012 R2 SP1/Windows Server 2012 SP2/Windows Server 2012 R2 with.NET Framework 4.5 or later) 4 GB RAM (16 GB RAM or more recommended)
DirectX 11 DVD or Blu-
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